Pricing
Prevention
Teach your child not to share certain
Some of these things include:

things with others:

hats and sports helmets (even in stores)
combs/brushes/hair accessories
clothes (dress-up and regular)
pillows/blankets
head phones

Lice Education

Package Deal
Full Service
Comb Thru
Head Check
House debuggin'

Fighting Lice:
Fighting lice is not as simple as one treatment
done.

Nit (egg): Eggs are attached to the hairs individually by the
female. They are glued to the hair about 1/4" inch from
scalp. Because they are glued to the hair, eggs can only be
combed out or pulled out with finger nails. Eggs begin
hatching in 7-10 days.
Nympal stage (miniture adult): Newly hatched nymphs will
crawl and seek a place to feed immediately. Nymphal stage
lasts about 7.10 days from the day they hatch. During this
stage, nymphs will not leave the head for survival purposes;
the head provides the warmth, darkness and food they
need for survival during this stage of life.

It involves an active battle over a period

Lice (plural) Louse (singular) - (adult): This stage begins
There

are seperate

sexes in head lice and females

mate and be fertilized
Fertilization

occures.

in order

to produce

must

viable eggs.

needs only to occur once. A mated

female can

continue to produce eggs for the duration of her life, which
is about 30-40 days. She can lay up to 10 eggs daily during
this period.

Feeding:
Lice can ingest several meals per day. They can only live off
a human host for 24.72 hours.
Head lice DO NOT live on pets

of time to

Try to avoid close contact especially with the head/hair. For

First, the right tools make the job of removing lice and nits

example when whispering secrets to a friend.

from the hair a Jot smoother.

Check your childs head periodically and when you see them
itching.

counter

Use "Absolute Clear Head Treatment

ll

as a preventative

spray before you leave the house, before school and
before

Uce are becoming resilient to
we suggest Absolute

loosens the glue the nits are attached
helping them

A child can be itching from poisen ivy, sun burn or even
dry skin, so make sure you know what you are looking
for.
Check your childs head after sleepovers, camps or when
exposed to lice.

pesticides,

Clear

by

Bernadette. Absolute Clear is an all natural enzyme product
that kills lice quickly and effectively. Absolute Clear also
to the hair with,

to come out much easier.

Secondly, repeating treatments. By doing treaments more
than once you can stop the lice battle quicker. This helps
you catch anything that might have been missed on the first
treatment
as well as catches anything more if there is still
contact

from the original source. We suggest getting

treated

at Bernadette's

Lice Removal

Center,

for one cost

we treat a person and see them every week till they are
clear 2 weeks

in a row, guaranteed!

sleepovers.
Clean your environment.
everything.

when body growth stops and sexual maturation

and your

ensure you have gotten rid of it for good.

overthe

Life Cycle:

$125/person
$BS/person
$25/person
FREE
Call for quote

Vacuum

This means vacuum

matresses,

couches,

and dryer

chairs, floors. and

vehicles. Throw in the dryer at highest setting for 30
minutes all bedding, pillows, blankets, sheets, coats, etc.
DO NOT WASH, washing does nothing to kill lice or nits.
We suggest getting your home sprayed with Absolute
Clear. This helps lessen your stress level and-you" work
load while providing you with a laxe of protection in your.
home for 6 weeks.

